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発散境界としての中央海嶺 
Mid-ocean ridge - divergent plate boundary

(Understanding Earth, Sliver&Jordan 2003)
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volcanism

tectonic movements 
(faulting)

separation of plates

マグマで隙間を埋める

断層で引き延ばす

hydrothermalism

(Oceanus, 1998)

中央海嶺における地質プロセス 
Mid-ocean ridge process
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中央海嶺軸部の実態 
Axis of MORs

Figure 1. (a) Multibeam bathymetry of the 25!N segment [Purdy et al., 1990]. In the center of the segment the
valley floor is abnormally smooth compared to other segments of the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge, while toward the
south end of the segment volcanic ridges and seamounts are much more typical of slow-spreading ridges are
observed. The small gradient in mantle Bouguer anomaly, the small change in relief along axis, and the shallow depth
of the axis suggest that this is a magmatically active segment, with magmatism spread out along the axis. Red dots:
calculated locations of seismic events detected by an Atlantic hydrophone array [Smith et al., 2003]. The seismicity
clusters on the inside corner high, typical of other segments of the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Black triangles: sites
of dredges. (b) TOBI side-scan mosaic used as shading for a 3-D bathymetric surface of a section of the 25!N
segment. Light is strong acoustic backscatter; dark is weak backscatter or acoustic shadow. Color: water depth as
shown in the color bar. The extent of the area shown in this image is outlined in Figure 1a. Tadpole ridge is marked.
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section the median valley floor slopes gently from
its edges down toward its center, and there is
remarkably little topographic expression of the
volcanism. One or two cones are scattered over
the gently sloping plain that occupies most of the
median valley floor. There is an axial depression
that is 1–2 km wide and 150–200 m deep in the
central part of this segment. This is in contrast to
other segments at the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
where an axial volcanic ridge is commonly ob-
served in the central parts [Smith et al., 1995].

3.2. Side-Scan Sonar

[12] A mosaic of the TOBI side-scan sonar images
of the central section is shown in Figure 3a. The
extent of the mosaic is indicated in Figures 1a
and 2. Side-scan data covering a larger section of
the segment are shown draped on bathymetry in
Figure 1b (Tadpole ridge can be used as a reference
point in Figures 1b and 3a). The mosaic in
Figure 3a includes the central section of the
segment and also the transition into both the

northern and southern sections. The direction of
insonification varies across the image, which is
composed of parts of three 6-km-wide swaths.
Using the results of the side-scan survey together
with the multibeam bathymetry, we constructed a
geological interpretation of the survey area
(Figure 3b). This distinguishes a number of geo-
logical features as described below.

[13] The side-scan mosaic shows that the central
section of the median valley floor is bordered by
major fault zones, throwing down toward the
spreading axis. Faults are identified as broadly
linear, brightly backscattering features (bright
when insonified toward the scarp face, but throw-
ing shadows when insonified in the opposite di-
rection). On some of the scarps it is possible to
distinguish rocky crags above a smooth talus ramp
[Blackman et al., 1998; McAllister et al., 1995;
McAllister and Cann, 1996]. An indication of fault
throw comes from the width of the backscatter
from the scarp on the side-scan image; we show the
width of the zone of bright backscatter on the
geological map (Figure 3b).

[14] The fault on the west side of the valley floor
has a much greater throw than that on the east,
perhaps reflecting its position on the inside corner
of the major non-transform offset at the south end
of the segment (Figures 1 and 2). Zones of numer-
ous smaller faults cut the floor of the median
valley. These minor faults almost all throw down
toward the topographic low that runs up the center
of the median valley floor. A large part of the
deepening of the seafloor toward the topographic
low is likely related to the displacement on the
many small faults.

[15] We distinguish two flow textures from the side-
scan imagery: smooth and hummocky. Smooth
flows are distinguished from hummocky flows by
their uniform texture and lack of the shadows
cast by individual hummocks and the edifices
built of hummocks. As seen in Figure 3a much
of the median valley floor in the central section
of the segment is covered with smooth-textured
flows. Figure 3a also shows that the amplitude
of sonar backscatter from the smooth flows
decreases toward the edges of the median valley
floor. The flows close to the center on the
median valley floor are bright, while those close
to the edge are very dark, suggesting that flows far
from the center of the floor are more thickly
sediment-covered [Mitchell, 1993], and hence
older than the flows close to the central topo-
graphic low. An age difference between flows at

Figure 2. Multibeam bathymetry of the 25!N segment
collected in 2001 on RV Knorr cruise 161. Location of
the region is shown in Figure 1a. Colors: water depths as
shown by the color bar. Contour interval is 25 m. Black
triangles: sites of dredges. Dashed line: location of the
most recent flows within the median valley floor. Black
rectangles: areas shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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Cann and Smith[2005]

• 大西洋の例（中軸谷がある）


• 小規模の火山丘


• 軸に平行な断層崖


Mid-Atlantic Ridge, with axial valley

small volcanic cone : hummock

中軸谷 axial valley

ridge parallel faut scarps
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Cann and Smith[2005]

the center and edge of the median valley floor
implies that volcanism of the type that produces
side-scan-smooth flows has been continuing for a
significant length of time in the segment.

[16] In the southern section of the segment
(Figure 3a) most of the volcanics have a hummocky
texture. Hummocky-textured flows are composed
of overlapping volcanic mounds (hummocks), 50 to
200 m in diameter and up to a few tens of meters
high interspersed with larger constructions up to
200 m tall. Hummocky-textured flows are very
characteristic of northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge vol-
canism [e.g., Briais et al., 2000; Lawson et al.,
1996; Smith and Cann, 1993; Smith et al., 1995].
Some of the taller features are piles of hummocks,
while others are flat-topped structures with steep
sides. The most prominent boundary between the
smooth and hummocky volcanics forms the shape
of an arrowhead pointing north in the center of the
median valley floor in the central section of the
segment, indicating that the boundary has been
migrating north recently (Figure 3a). The apex of
this arrowhead is a hummocky ridge close to
25!050N, which has been informally named ‘‘Tad-
pole ridge’’ because of its shape. The amplitude of
backscatter from the hummocky flows in the south-
ern section of the segment, south of Tadpole ridge,

decreases toward the edge of the median valley
floor, just as happens with the smooth-textured
flows, though this is not so easy to see as on the
smooth flows. The decreasing backscatter suggests
increased sediment cover and increasing age with
distance from the median valley axis.

[17] Isolated volcanic constructions form peaks or
ridges throughout the area of Figure 3a, both in
areas of smooth and hummocky volcanics. Some
of these are capped by smooth-textured, flat surfa-
ces, surrounded by steep slopes, while others are
more conical in cross section and appear to be
constructed of piles of hummocks. Such construc-
tions range in height from less than 20 m to over
200 m, and have a radius usually about ten times
their height.

[18] In Figure 3b smooth and hummocky-textured
flows are divided into three relative age groups

Figure 3. (a) TOBI side-scan mosaic of the center of
the median valley floor. The mosaic is made of parts of
three swaths, each 6 km wide, run parallel to the axis
of the median valley. The location of the mosaic within
the 25!N segment is shown in Figure 1a. Light is strong
acoustic backscatter; dark is weak backscatter or
acoustic shadow. The uniformly gray areas in the upper
part of the mosaic are smooth-textured flows, more
sedimented toward the margins of the valley floor, and
cut by zones of small faults. Toward the southern end of
the segment the flows are hummocky textured. Note the
decrease in intensity of backscatter from the smooth
flows with distance from the center of the median valley,
indicating that that sediment cover increases toward the
edge of the valley floor. Smooth flows show a wide
range of intensity of backscatter, implying a correspond-
ing variation in sediment cover, in turn indicating a
prolonged period during which smooth flows were
erupted. Tadpole ridge is marked. White box: area in
Figure 4. (b) Geological interpretation of the side-scan
mosaic shown in Figure 3a. Isolated volcanic construc-
tions are shown, with a blank area at the center
representing a flat top, if one exists, and radiating lines
marking the lateral slopes. The width of the backscatter
zone from fault scarps is also indicated. From the side-
scan we can identify three stages of sediment cover,
representing three different ages of most recent resurfa-
cing. H1 and S1: youngest hummocky and smooth-
textured flows identified from the side scan. H2 and S2:
an earlier stage of hummocky and smooth flows. H3
and S3: the earliest hummocky and smooth-textured
flows identified in the side-scan imagery. F1–F4:
locations of the fault zones identified in the median
valley floor. F1 is the latest and F4 faults are the earliest
defining the edges of the median valley floor. Dashed
line: location of the most recent flows that cover F1
faults. Black box: area in Figure 4.
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section the median valley floor slopes gently from
its edges down toward its center, and there is
remarkably little topographic expression of the
volcanism. One or two cones are scattered over
the gently sloping plain that occupies most of the
median valley floor. There is an axial depression
that is 1–2 km wide and 150–200 m deep in the
central part of this segment. This is in contrast to
other segments at the northern Mid-Atlantic Ridge,
where an axial volcanic ridge is commonly ob-
served in the central parts [Smith et al., 1995].

3.2. Side-Scan Sonar

[12] A mosaic of the TOBI side-scan sonar images
of the central section is shown in Figure 3a. The
extent of the mosaic is indicated in Figures 1a
and 2. Side-scan data covering a larger section of
the segment are shown draped on bathymetry in
Figure 1b (Tadpole ridge can be used as a reference
point in Figures 1b and 3a). The mosaic in
Figure 3a includes the central section of the
segment and also the transition into both the

northern and southern sections. The direction of
insonification varies across the image, which is
composed of parts of three 6-km-wide swaths.
Using the results of the side-scan survey together
with the multibeam bathymetry, we constructed a
geological interpretation of the survey area
(Figure 3b). This distinguishes a number of geo-
logical features as described below.

[13] The side-scan mosaic shows that the central
section of the median valley floor is bordered by
major fault zones, throwing down toward the
spreading axis. Faults are identified as broadly
linear, brightly backscattering features (bright
when insonified toward the scarp face, but throw-
ing shadows when insonified in the opposite di-
rection). On some of the scarps it is possible to
distinguish rocky crags above a smooth talus ramp
[Blackman et al., 1998; McAllister et al., 1995;
McAllister and Cann, 1996]. An indication of fault
throw comes from the width of the backscatter
from the scarp on the side-scan image; we show the
width of the zone of bright backscatter on the
geological map (Figure 3b).

[14] The fault on the west side of the valley floor
has a much greater throw than that on the east,
perhaps reflecting its position on the inside corner
of the major non-transform offset at the south end
of the segment (Figures 1 and 2). Zones of numer-
ous smaller faults cut the floor of the median
valley. These minor faults almost all throw down
toward the topographic low that runs up the center
of the median valley floor. A large part of the
deepening of the seafloor toward the topographic
low is likely related to the displacement on the
many small faults.

[15] We distinguish two flow textures from the side-
scan imagery: smooth and hummocky. Smooth
flows are distinguished from hummocky flows by
their uniform texture and lack of the shadows
cast by individual hummocks and the edifices
built of hummocks. As seen in Figure 3a much
of the median valley floor in the central section
of the segment is covered with smooth-textured
flows. Figure 3a also shows that the amplitude
of sonar backscatter from the smooth flows
decreases toward the edges of the median valley
floor. The flows close to the center on the
median valley floor are bright, while those close
to the edge are very dark, suggesting that flows far
from the center of the floor are more thickly
sediment-covered [Mitchell, 1993], and hence
older than the flows close to the central topo-
graphic low. An age difference between flows at

Figure 2. Multibeam bathymetry of the 25!N segment
collected in 2001 on RV Knorr cruise 161. Location of
the region is shown in Figure 1a. Colors: water depths as
shown by the color bar. Contour interval is 25 m. Black
triangles: sites of dredges. Dashed line: location of the
most recent flows within the median valley floor. Black
rectangles: areas shown in Figures 3 and 4.
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地形図（水深） 
bathymetry (depth)

サイドスキャンソナーによる音響画像 
acoustic image by sidescan sonar

(S1, S2 and S3; H1, H2 and H3 respectively) on
the basis of the brightness of the backscatter from
the flow surfaces, which is reduced by significant
sediment cover. The S1 and H1 flows are those
with the brightest backscatter and hence the thin-
nest sediment cover. The boundaries between the
flow units of different ages are commonly abrupt
rather than gradational. Isolated volcanic construc-
tions are shown, with a blank area at the center of
the image representing a flat top, if one exists, and
radiating lines marking the lateral slopes. These
isolated constructions are colored according to
whether they are composed of smooth or hum-
mocky-textured flows.

[19] The abrupt boundaries between the flow units
of different age are commonly fault zones running
parallel to the spreading axis. These fault zones
form pairs approximately equidistant from the

spreading axis on either side. The oldest (S3 and
H3) flows are bounded on the outside by the pair of
median valley wall fault zones (F4 in Figure 3b),
and on the inside by a pair of discontinuous,
apparently younger, fault zones (F3). The youngest
(S1 and H1) flows are bounded by a pair of fault
zones within the median valley floor, spaced about
4 km apart (F2). Cutting the youngest (S1 and H1)
flows is a pair of younger fault zones, F1, spaced
about 1 km apart, that have displaced the S1 flows
and must postdate them. The S2 and H2 flows lie
generally between the F2 and F3 fault zones,
though the H2 flows overlap the F3 fault zone in
the southwest of the area. The symmetry of the
fault zones on each side of the spreading axis and
the relationship between the fault zones and the
relative age of the lava units suggest that the fault
zones formed as pairs at approximately the same
time on either side of the axis.

Figure 3. (continued)
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白い部分が信号（後方散乱）が強い 
high backscatter: white
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Figure 4. (a) Multibeam bathymetry of the detailed study area. The location of the region is marked in Figures 1a,
2, and 3. Contour interval is 20 m. Black line: camera track. Black triangles: sites of dredges. Red circles: locations of
the photographs in Figure 5. Tadpole ridge is marked. The camera track starts on the top of a small seamount that
straddles a fault, crosses an area of uplifted smooth flows, then the ridge of hummocky volcanics, and ends on the
smooth lava plains of the center of the median valley floor. (b) TOBI imagery of the same area in Figure 4a, showing
a ridge of hummocky volcanics, ‘‘Tadpole ridge,’’ surrounded by smooth-textured flows, and an intensely faulted
seamount east of Tadpole ridge. Between Tadpole ridge and the seamount is an uplifted area of smooth flows. The
relative age of the features cannot be established from this image of relatively unsedimented flows.
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[20] Within the band of S1 and H1 lavas that
covers the spreading axis are three eruptive units
that can plainly be seen on the side-scan images to
overlie faulted and fissured S1 or H1 flows, pre-
sumably faulted or fissured by F1 fault activity.
These eruptive units all lie in the central and
southern parts of the area. They are outlined in
Figures 2 and 3b by dashed lines.

3.3. Camera Survey

[21] The track of the camera tow (Figure 4) was
chosen to encompass four different features iden-
tified by bathymetry and side scan: (1) the volcanic
feature ‘‘Tadpole ridge’’ at the northern apex of the
transition between hummocky and smooth-textured
flows, and possibly the youngest feature in the
area; (2) the smooth flows adjacent to Tadpole
ridge on the west, which are the youngest smooth
flows discernible on the side scan; (3) smooth
flows on the east side of Tadpole ridge, at a higher
elevation than those to the west, and possibly older
flows elevated by faulting; and (4) an isolated
volcanic construct cut by faults east of Tadpole
ridge. Selected photographs from the camera tow
are shown in Figure 5. An important observation

from the photographs is that the upper surfaces of
the lava flows imaged, whether smooth or hum-
mocky in side-scan images, are all pillowed. We
saw no lobate or sheet flow textures in our images
of the lava flows.

[22] The lava flows are all covered with some
sediment. Comparison of sediment thickness can
be difficult where the flow morphology changes,
but here we are only dealing with pillow lavas,
and the task is simpler. Though the sediment
thickness is locally variable, we were able to
divide the sediment cover into three classes of
increasing thickness. On the least sedimented
flows (Figures 5a and 5b) the sediment cover is
incomplete. A large proportion of the seafloor is
sediment-free, and sediment occurs in the crevices
between pillows or in cracks in the pillows. The
flows with intermediate coatings of sediment
(Figure 5c) still have areas of bare rock showing,
but sediment fills depressions in the flow surface,
as well as cracks in the pillows. In the flows with
the thickest sediment cover (Figure 5d), the rock
surface is largely coated with sediment, and sedi-
ment-filled depressions in the flow surfaces are
more extensive. Sediment cover is thick enough in

Figure 5. Four frames from the photo-transect. Locations of the photographs are shown as red circles in Figure 4.
(a) Eruptive fissure from the top of Tadpole ridge. (b) Typical photograph of the youngest lava, with little sediment
cover from an area east of Tadpole ridge. (c) Lava of intermediate sediment cover from the east of Tadpole ridge and
typical of the smooth plains immediately west of Tadpole ridge. (d) Lava from near the top of the seamount at the east
end of the photo-transect, which is the oldest feature on the transect as shown by the thickest sediment cover. Ages of
the flows can be approximated from the sediment cover and from estimated sedimentation rates of about 10 m/Ma
[Lisitzin, 1972] (see text for details).
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Cann and Smith[2005]

a) eruptive fissure 
b) youngest lava with little sediment 
c) lava of intermediate sediment cover 
d) oldest lava
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• マグマ貫入による単成火山


• 小丘（ハンモック）とその連結による小海嶺構造


• “現在”活動的な場所は幅5km程度の狭い領域に概ね限定

Monogenic volcanic cone formed by magma dyking

中央海嶺の火山活動 
Volcanism @ MORs

Hummocks and group of hummocks forming a minor ridge structure

Present-day active zone, called neo volcanic zone (NVZ) or axial volcanic 
ridge (AVR) is limited within narrow area of ~5km width
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中央海嶺火山の溶岩形態 
Lava morphology @ MORs

枕状溶岩 pillow lava シート状溶岩 sheet flow

噴出率

粘性
地形傾斜

大小 eruption rate

viscosity

seafloor slope急 緩
大 小

https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/eoi/nemo/explorer/concepts/sheetflow.html

(photo by okino  
@ Central Indian Ridge in 2006)
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中央海嶺の地震活動 
Seismicity along MORs

normal fault type
• 正断層型


• 震源は浅い


• 規模は小さい　M<~4
shallow event

no large earthquakes

 
CLASSIFICATION OF TECTONIC REGIME  

Relates to stresses: the stress regime is an expression of the relative magnitudes of the principal 
stresses (S1, S2 and S3). 
Relates to fault kinematics: the main categories of tectonic regimes are thrust faulting, normal 
faulting and strike-slip (see Figure below), after Anderson (1905). Only when faults are optimally 
oriented in the stress field, the stress regime is coincident with the tectonic regime (Célérier 1995; 
Célérier et al. 2012; Hergert and Heidbach 2011).  
 

 
Figure - The three main tectonic stress regime. After WSM Scientific Technical Report. 

 
 

Assuming that the vertical stress Sv is a principal stress at depth, SHmax and Shmin are the other two 
principal stresses of the stress tensor. SHmax and Shmin are the projections of the principal stresses to 
the horizontal plane. 
From the stress indicators that provide absolute or relative stress magnitudes, the tectonic regime is 
derived according to the WSM stress regime categorization table (Zoback 1992; see Table below). 
The stress magnitudes are defined using the standard geologic/geophysical notation with 
compressive stress positive and S1>S2>S3, with S1 as the maximum, S2 as the intermediate and S3 
as the minimum principal stress.  
Besides the standard regime of normal faulting (NF), thrust faulting (TF), and strike-slip (SS), 
combinations of NF with SS (transtension, NS) and TF with SS (transpression; TS) are defined.  
WSM guidelines, see §2.3 and Table 3.5-1. 
 
Anderson E.M. (1905). The dynamics of faulting, Trans. Edin. Geol. Soc., 8, 387-402. 

Célérier B. (1995). Tectonic regime and slip orientation of reactivated faults, Geophys. J. Int., 121, 143-161. 
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Hergert T. and Heidbach O. (2011). Geomechanical model of the Marmara Sea region -II. 3-D contemporary 

background stress field, Geophys. J. Int., doi:10.1111/j.1365- 1246X.2011.04992.x, 01090-01102. 

Zoback M.L. (1992). First and second order patterns of stress in the lithosphere: The World Stress Map Project, J. 
Geophys. Res., 97(B8), 11703-11728. 
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(Solomon et al., 1988)
(MacDonald et al, 1996)

中央海嶺の地震の深度 
Depth of hypocenters @ MORs

片側拡大速度 低速拡大系のほうが最大深度が深い 
Deeper @ slow spreading system 

熱構造に依存 
Thermal structure controls faulting.
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(Crowder and Macdonald, 1997)

断層崖の成長 
Growth of fault escarpment
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Active faulting 

in smooth ‘‘young’’ seafloor dominated by lava
flows and volcanic features (e.g., flow fronts and
mounds) lacking fault scarps. Small fault scarps in
‘‘old’’ seafloor are thus nucleated recently, and are
preserved by the lack of volcanic repaving. The
measured strain at the seafloor surface and in the
immediate vicinity of the AST is therefore a
minimum estimate, and is likely to be a small
fraction (!20%) of the total tectonic strain.

[28] The deforming plate boundary in the study
area shows two deformation zones, near- and off-
axis, whose tectonic patterns and the origin of
tectonic extension are distinct. About 70% of the
faults within 5 km of the AST are inward facing,
and accommodate !80% of the tectonic strain. In
contrast, previous studies have found that at dis-
tances >5 km off-axis 50% of the faults are inward
facing and accommodate !50% of the tectonic
strain, while they continue to grow off axis to
!40 km [e.g., Alexander and Macdonald, 1996;
Crowder and Macdonald, 2000]. Beyond this point
both the characteristic fault scarp height (!100 m
for both inward and outward facing faults) and
the proportion of inward facing faults (!50%) is

constant (Figure 8). A similar pattern of off-axis
faulting is observed along the EPR at !19!S
[Bohnenstiehl and Carbotte, 2001], where 40%
of the inward facing faults accommodate !50% of
the observed!4% tectonic strain, and a narrow zone
of active deformation extending !8 km [Bicknell et
al., 1987] to !15 km off axis [Bohnenstiehl and
Carbotte, 2001].

[29] We propose that the transition in tectonic
strain pattern is explained by the presence of a thin
brittle lid above the AMC, and by the rapid
increase in lithospheric thickness away from the
axis (Figure 9). This area of the EPR is underlain at
!1.5–2 km depth by a continuous AMC whose
width varies between !250 m and >4 km [Detrick
et al., 1987; Harding et al., 1993]. Seismic studies
elsewhere along the EPR suggest that the base of a
robust hydrothermal circulation system may be as
close as !50 m from the top of the AMC [Singh et
al., 1999], with a highly fractured, low velocity
zone immediately above the melt lens [e.g., Vera et
al., 1990; Singh et al., 1999]. The base of the brittle
layer (!750!C) must thus lie between the AMC’s
roof and the base of the hydrothermal circulation

Figure 8. Variations in fault scarp height are shown with distance from the AST. A change in the horizontal scale is
imposed at 3 km for clarity, as indicated. The deforming plate boundary has a width of !40 km, over which inward
and outward facing faults grow in size, and the proportion of inward facing faults decreases from !70% at the axis to
!50% far from the axis. Data from this study are shown in light and dark blue, and those from Alexander and
Macdonald [1996] (A&M’96) are shown in red and purple. See text for discussion.
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(Escartin et al., 2007)

EPR half spreading rate 50mm/yr=50km/my 
35km = 0.7my 
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(Kreemer et al., 2014)

収束境界と比較せよ

中央海嶺系は変形が非常に狭い範囲に限定 
Global strain rate map: narrow high strain zone @ MORs

et al., 2003]) and with the latest geologic model (MORVEL [DeMets et al., 2010]). Results are shown in the
supporting information Figure S4.

There are three reasons for expected differences between our plate motion estimates and the most recent geo-
detic studies [Argus et al., 2010; Altamimi et al., 2012]. First, those studies estimated a translation rate of the refer-
ence frame origin while estimating plate motions. The reason for this practice is the uncertainty in the actual
translation rate of the origin of recent ITRF models. In ITRF the origin is defined as the center of mass of the
Earth, oceans, and atmosphere as estimated by satellite laser ranging (SLR), which is not only uncertain but is
also inconsistent with the idea that surface motions should be referenced relative to the center of mass of the
solid Earth [Argus, 2007; Argus et al., 2010]. While the estimation of the translation rate in plate motion studies is
important in a holistic view of global kinematics and in studies reliant on vertical motion estimates (e.g., GIA and
sea-level rise), it does not affect relative plate motions or the plate boundary velocity gradient field in the same
way as it affects individual plate motions in a global reference frame [Argus et al., 2010]. Ignoring the transla-
tional frame velocity will add uncertainty to our angular plate velocities but not to the strain rate field.

The second reason why our and previous plate motion estimates may differ is that previous studies typically
exclude stations in the near-field of the GIA signal while ignoring the fact that stations in the farfield may be
affected by a GIA-related translation. This practice may lead to anomalous velocity gradients between the rigid
plate’s motion and its plate-bounding deforming zones (see discussion of North American plate section 5). The
third reason for differences is that previous studies may have ignored observations that stations in the farfield of
large earthquakes may be affected by postseismic deformation (see e.g., discussion of Indian plate in section 5).

For some of the plates unaffected by GIA or long-ranging far-field postseismic effects, i.e, Australia, Africa,
and Antarctica, our angular velocities (relative to Pacific) are consistent with previous geodetic estimates. To
a lesser extent this is also true for Somalia and South America, for which our pole location is a few degrees
southward from previous geodetic estimates. We also find agreement for Eurasia, because our data cover-
age (for estimating the angular velocity) is generally the same as in prior studies and away from
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MORs in the world
EPR: East Pacific Rise  東太平洋海膨 

MAR: Mid-Atlantic Ridge 大西洋中央海嶺

13

East Pacific Rise

• axial high  

• gentle abyssal hills

• off-axis volcanism

abyssal hill

(Faulting and Magmatism at Mid-Ocean Ridges, Ed. Back et al., 1998)

中央海嶺系の地形の多様性 
Morphological variation among global ridge systems

Southeast Indian Ridge

• axial valley

• rough abyssal hills
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両側拡大速度

(Small, 1998)

中速～低速拡大系で発達

中軸谷の有無 
Axial valley or axial high?

axial valley develops at slow-intermediate ridges
spreading rate (full)

ax
ial

 re
lie

f
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低速

slow

10-40mm/yr 大西洋中央海嶺

Mid-Atlantic Ridge

中速

intermediate 40-90mm/yr

ファンデフカ海嶺 
Juan de Fuca Ridge

中央インド洋海嶺


Central Indian Ridge

高速

fast

90-170mm/yr 東太平洋海膨

East Pacific Rise

超低速　ultraslow　< 20 mm/yr    南西インド洋海嶺、北極海海嶺

                                                       Southwest Indian Ridge, Arctic Ridges

MacDonald et al.(1991)による

拡大速度による中央海嶺系の分類 
Classification of MORs by spreading rate

16



(Muller et al., 2008)

海底拡大速度分布 
Spreading rate map
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拡大速度とマグマ生量 
magma flux vs. spreading rate
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Segmentation
セグメント　Segment  中央海嶺の基本構造 basic structure of MORs

• 多くの不連続により海嶺が断片に分割されていること


• 地殻構造や海嶺における地質現象はセグメント構造に依存することが多い

• セグメント構造は階層化している


• 細かくみていくと、より小さいスケールで
海嶺軸が断片化


• 最もオーダーの大きなセグメント（一次のセ
グメント）はトランスフォーム断層+断裂帯に
よって区切られた断片

（RIDGE Bathymetry database)

1st order segment & discontinuity (= transform fault)
TF

ridge axis is offset (segmented) by “discontinuities”

crustal structure and related geological phenomena depends on segment structure

segment structure forms “hierarchy”

1st order

19

2nd order segmentation

重複拡大軸

(overlapping spreading center)

non-transform discontinuity

(NTD)

fast spreading ridges slow spreading ridges
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3rd & 4th order segmentation 

• 多くの場合、off-axisに連続して追跡することは難しい


• 高速拡大系：小規模重複拡大軸（3次）、軸内火山帯のずれ（4次）

• 低速拡大系：火山活動のギャップ

21

(Macdonald et al. 1998)
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Table 1. Characteristics of Ridge-axis Discontinuities

Order Spreading
rate

Terminology* Offset length
(km)

Discontinuity morphology Off-axis morphology Longevity

1 All Transform Fault
(TF)

.30† Linear valley and transform ridges parallel to
spreading direction

Linear valley and transform
ridges parallel to spreading
direction

Few Ma to 100s Ma; no
along-axis migration; TF
can evolve into and from
non-transform offsets

2 Fast OSC, Propagating
Rift‡, (NTO},
Large OSC)

c. 2–30†, (1–30)§ Overlapping ridges enclosing a basin Zones of discordant
topography, can form
v-shaped wake

Few Ma, can evolve from
TF, often migrate along
axis

2 Intermediate Overlapping Rift
Zone, OSC, PR,
NTO}

2–c. 30 Variable. Overlapping ridges or rifts – may enclose
local basin or high. Non-overlapping ridges or
rifts separated by zone of rotated seafloor fabric

Zones of discordant
topography, can form
v-shaped wake if the NTOs
migrate

A few Ma to 10 s of Ma,
can migrate along axis,
disappear or grow into TF

2 Slow NTO}, oblique
zone, en echelon
offset,
fault-bounded
ridge

c. 2–30† Variable. En echelon offset volcanic axes that may
overlap. Basin or a ridge separates segments.
Shear zones with faults oblique to spreading
normal direction. Detachment faults commonly
form near NTOs

Zones of discordant
topography, can form
v-shaped wake if the NTOs
migrate

A few Ma to 10 s of Ma,
can migrate along axis,
disappear or grow into TF

2 Ultra-Slow Amagmatic or
non-volcanic
oblique
spreading
domains

c. 3–30 but
accommodated
in oblique
spreading
domain

Variable. Deep and wide oblique-trending basins up
to 80 km long connecting orthogonal spreading
segments with local shallow volcanic regions.
Detachment faults at segment ends

Wide zones of
oblique-trending basins

10 s (?) of Ma, can migrate
along axis, can disappear
or grow into TF

3 Fast 3rd-order
discontinuity,
small OSC,
(deval, SNOO)

0.5–2†, (0–1)§ Variable. Overlapping axial ridges enclosing small
basin.
Overlapping Axial Summit Trough (AST) within
axial high and no enclosed basin.
Bathymetric Saddle Points.
Change in orientation of axial high and/or AST
of 28–.58 with no offset

Small change in orientation of
ridge flank fabric, can leave
v-shaped trace of offsets in
abyssal hill faults

Perhaps 100 ka to Ma,
poorly known due to
subtle trace and lack of
sufficient high resolution
ridge flank bathymetry
coverage

3-(4?) Intermediate Small NTO} ,2 Variable. Change in ridge trend .58.
Abrupt transition in morphology of axial zone
(e.g. from rifted high to shallow rift).
Small offset or transition in eruptive fissure zone
within rifted axial high.
Offset in AVRs within floor of rift.
Offset or jog in rift walls.

Some display small offsets in
ridge flank faults

Unknown. Some may persist
for 100s ka

4 Fast 4th-order
discontinuity,
deval, (SNOO)

,1†, (,0.2)§ Variable. En echelon jog in AST. Overlapping AST.
Small change in ridge orientation

In some cases small offset or
local narrowing of edge of
axial high

100s to 10 000 years

*Current common usage with historical terms included in brackets.
†from Macdonald et al. (1992).
‡Note that propagating rifts (PRs) at fast-spreading ridges have historically been classified as 1st-order offsets; ridge offset across some PRs is larger than 30 km.
§From White et al. (2000).
}Non-transform offset (NTO).
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２次のセグメントの海底下構造 
2nd order segment and crustal structure

fast: homogeneous 

slow : bull’s eye 

MBA Mantle Bogouer Anomaly 　マントルブーゲー異常

24



(Lin&Phipps Morgan, 1992)

Fig. 13. Sketch showing along-axis section of idealized magmatic spreading segment at fast and slow ridges based on
studies summarized in this article. (a) At fast-spreading ridges, rising mantle melts accumulate at the base of the
crust (orange–grey) beneath each principal magmatic segment. The crustal magmatic system is composed of a more or
less steady state magma lens or sill (red) that is partitioned into finer-scale segments coincident with the finest-scale
seafloor segmentation. This shallow magma lens resides above a lower crustal zone of crystal mush and possible lower
crustal sills (red lozenges embedded in red–grey). Red arrows in the dyke section indicate trajectories of magma
transport during dyking (primarily vertical with minor lateral transport in places). (b) At slow-spreading ridges, strong
focusing of mantle melts leads to thick crust/thin axial lithosphere at centre and thin crust/thick axial lithosphere at
ends of each principal magmatic segment. Crustal magma bodies are more localized and ephemeral; both vertical
and lateral magma transport during dyking may occur. Normal faulting is highly localized in detachments at segment
ends and more distributed between several axial valley faults at segment centres. Figure modified from Cannat et al.
(1995). See text for further discussion.
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セグメントとマントルフロー 
segmentation and mantle flow pattern
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(Parmentier&Phipps Morgan, 1990) ２D:　sheet-like, curtaiin

３D: plume-like

粘性は一定と仮定

assuming constant viscosity

拡大速度によるマントル上昇流パターンの違い 
Upwelling structure depends on spreading rate
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(Magde et al., 2000)

大西洋中央海嶺（低速）での例

低速拡大系下の地震波探査結果 
Seismic velocity structure beneath MAR, slow spreading ridge

Mid-Atlantic Ridge segment

segment center

segment endsegment end
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